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sivaji, along with shankar, won the best actor award at the 3rd south indian international movie awards. the award was presented to shankar by the president of tamil nadu. sivaji received the award for his performance in the film. sivaji the boss was produced by film commissioner of tamil nadu, kamal haasan. also present during the making of the film were director
shankar, production designer k. v. anand, cinematographer p. c. sriram and composer a. r. rahman. the songs of the film were composed by a. while many of the scenes were shot in chennai, the locations of kishkindha, madurai and wayanad were used. bombay-based movie actress brinda was hired to play the role of sivaji's love interest. as per a. r. rahman's instructions,
all songs of sivaji the boss were taken with a slow pace, which had a reference to the classical musical form called ariana. [58] the lyrics of aneganthaan was written by lyricist vairamuthu, while the lyrics of the other songs were penned by na. muthukumar, irshad, na. muthusamy, s. p. b. charan, vairamuthu and vignesh. [59] the lyrics of "aneganthaan" was also sung by p.

unnikrishnan. "kathal" and "aakasham", a duet of "kathal", were sung by p. unnikrishnan and s. balasubramanyam respectively. [60] the songs in sivaji the boss were the first in tamil cinema to be recorded with an orchestra that included the tabla, sitar, violin, flute, sitar, sambhaang and tabla, and percussion. the tabla was set up at the zürich location of the song
"aneganthaan" and the tabla player for the song was a swiss musician, michael a. e. lutz. the sitar was tuned to d-major and the violin was tuned to c-major. the percussion set-up included a large dholak and bata.
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sivaji and chezhian are shown on the day of their birth as babies. they are born in a hut and are pulled out of the hut by their mother and relatives. sivaji's maternal uncle, arivu, appears on the scene. sivaji is finally able to send the police back to adiseshan's house and explains to them how he got the evidence against him, and the income tax officers catch adiseshan in the
act of a murder. sivaji is shot and killed by adiseshan, who calls off the police officers and states that the police cannot touch him until they are paid enough money. tamizhselvi is arrested and taken to the police station. she reveals how the alleged suicide of sivaji was really a murder, and then adiseshan is finally arrested. sivaji foundation is now a charitable organization

that provides free education, food, shelter, medicine and other necessities to the poor and needy people. however, it is heavily indebted to adiseshan's family and profits earned through the sale of land and property. the government has closed down the foundation and is selling off the property of the foundation. [54] the government has also filed charges against the
director of the foundation, thamizhselvi, for the violation of the indian income tax act, and has also filed charges against the director of the company that helped establish the foundation, ravichandran. the police have also filed charges against sivaji's elder brother, sivaji arumugam, for paying bribes to various government officials and ministers. the tamil nadu film chamber

of commerce (tfcc) later asked the government to investigate the allegations and to investigate the charges. later, the attorney general of tamil nadu, approached the madras high court with a petition seeking the screening of the film to be stopped. the film's censor board cleared the film after reading the film's script. [109] the court, however, refused to stop the film's
screening. 5ec8ef588b
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